


your seamless order management solution.
Composer is a cloud-based solution that enables you to effortlessly consolidate
and manage all your orders in one place automatically.    

Allowing for perfectly orchestrated 
production and logistic operations when 
dealing with high-volumes of orders.



ultimate control, complete transparency.
Composer generates:

✔  Production schedules
✔  Printable packing slips 
✔  Invoices
✔  Logistics route planning (with integration) 
✔  Customisable reporting
✔  Packaging stock management 

All of the above can be filtered by status, 
date range and location giving a complete 

overview of your business in one space. 



consolidation of all orders.

SLERP PRE-ORDERS
Automatically imported

STANDING ORDERS
Manually imported

KITCHEN PRODUCTION
Manually imported



daily production schedule.
Generates daily production schedules breaking down & combining quantities for all orders.



packing slips.
Printable or downloadable for each order, including all customer & delivery details
such as gift notes and ad-hoc requests.



packing reports.
Packaging stock management with customised reports & packing
breakdown for each order - know what you use so you can forecast your buying. 

Customer 
Name

Account 
Name

Black 
Large

Brown 
Large

Gift
Note Ribbon

Online 
Orders

SLERP 19 282 98 98



fleet logistic integrations.
CSV outputs that can be quickly uploaded to route optimisation software.



optimising workloads and flow.
Composer enables significant operational costs savings.
Focus on driving your order volume, not managing them.

Don’t let volume control your operation’s potential, use 
Composer to manage the growth of your online channels. 

+50 HOURS
saved every week

+1000%
production output

Reduce your admin and manpower
required to manage orders.  



composer users.
Merchants managing orders smarter:



testimonials.
Don’t take our word for it...

‘‘I didn’t even know the solutions Composer 
offered were even an option for my business 
when dealing with our online orders. With 
volumes increasing, Composer has been a 
life saver! The production schedule makes 
fulfilling orders effortless for my team.”

‘‘Composer has been such a game 
changer since we started using the packing 
slips feature. It has streamlined the 
production process for my teams on sites.”



what do i need to do?

Simply give us a call

We’ll discuss your needs and advise
on how to set yourself up for success. 

189-190 Shoreditch High St, London, E1 6HU 

Slerp is a registered trademark in the United Kingdom (Trademark Number
UK00003329795) and the United States (Registration Number 5834073)

Click to choose a time

sales@slerp.com

www.slerp.com
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